Poland Investment Agency to open office in Mumbai

"India is one of the five priority countries in Responsible Development Strategy of Poland. Bilateral trade between India and Poland has crossed the magic level of USD 3 billion last year and both the countries are taking steps to enhance this to USD 5 bn this year. Recently, we had a fruitful meeting with Union Minister, Piyush Goyal, to discuss potential areas of collaboration. In order to strengthen bilateral co-operation, the Embassy of Poland will set up its first trade office in India's commercial capital Mumbai soon," said Adam Burakowski, Ambassador of Poland to India at an interactive meeting on Trade and Investment Opportunities in Poland organised by World Trade Centre (WTC) Mumbai and All India Association of Industries (AIAI) in association with the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in New Delhi, the Consulate General of the Republic of Poland in Mumbai and Indo-Polish Chamber of Commerce at WTC Mumbai on June 27, 2018.

Poland Investment Agency (PIAZ) shall soon open their office in Mumbai to facilitate Trade and Investment, said Burakowski.

Earlier in his welcome address, Vijay Kalantri, Vice Chairman, WTC Mumbai and President, AIAI, said, "Poland is a promising destination to promote trade, investment, tourism and culture as there are tremendous opportunities. It has excellent diplomatic and economic relationship. If India has to grow at 8-10% per annum in the next three years, we need technology collaboration with Poland."
Poland keen on collaborations in energy, mining, says envoy

Mumbai, Jun 27 (PTI) Bullish about India's growth story, Poland is keen on collaborating in sectors such as energy, mining and food processing among others here, the Polish envoy said today.

"India is one of the five priority countries in our development strategy. India is also the biggest receiver of Polish investment all of Asia," Adam Burakowski, the Polish ambassador to India told PTI on the sidelines of an event.

He said, in 2017, Poland crossed the USD 3-billion mark in trade with India.

"India is not just progressing but booming because on both sides there is interest in achieving the common goal of progress. We are now focusing on collaborating with India in sectors like energy and would like to offer environment friendly coal mining technologies," Burakowski said.

The diplomat further said Poland is also interested in offering food processing technology to India apart from selling its processed food here.

"Our companies like doing business here and there are more and more Polish companies coming here, while the existing ones are expanding and looking for new markets. We want to collaborate with Indian firms even in the areas of defence and innovations and R&D," the envoy said.
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